PHC LEADS PHA RESEARCH AWARDS AND RADIOLOGY BATTLE OF THE BRAINS COMPETITION

Living up to the Philippine Heart Center’s mandate as a healthcare institution that provides excellent cardiovascular care, PHC Executive Director, Joel M. Abanilla, MD, announced its recent achievements as the PHC fellows bagged the major awards in the contests on research and other categories in the recently concluded Philippine Heart Association (PHA) 50th Annual Convention and Scientific Meeting and the Asian Pacific Society of Cardiology (APSC) 2019 Congress with the theme “Unity in Diversity: Setting Global Standards in Cardiovascular Disease Prevention & Management” jointly held at the SMX Convention Center and Conrad Hotel, Mall of Asia Complex, on May 22-26, 2019, while the PHC Radiology Team captured the top place in the Philippine College of Radiology Battle of the Brains Team Competition held on March 1, 2019.

PHC FELLOWS - PHILIPPINE HEART ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONS
(L to R): Alma Cristina Andin-Salcedo, MD; Jhoanna Marcelo, MD; Denise Ayn Sevilla, MD; Mark Adorada, MD; Emily Mae Yap, MD; Bryan Rene Toledano, MD; Ana Katrina Longos, MD; and Vince Ryan Muñoz, MD, with James Ho, MD, Department Manager of Adult Cardiology (third from right)
PHILIPPINE HEART ASSOCIATION
2019 WINNERS PER CATEGORY

PHA RESEARCH CONTEST (CASE REPORT CATEGORY)

VINCE RYAN MUÑOZ, MD
1st Place, Case Report Oral Presentation

ANA KATRINA LONGOS, MD
2nd Place, Case Report Oral Presentation

BRYAN RENE TOLEDANO, MD
3rd Place, Case Report Oral Presentation

PHA RESEARCH CONTEST (Y.I.A. CATEGORY)

JOANNA JAVA, MD
1st Place, Young Investigators Award

ALMA CRISTINA ANDIN-SALCEDO, MD
2nd Place, Young Investigators Award

DEDRIC CHRISTI PAUL YULO, MD
3rd Place, Young Investigators Award

PHA OTHER AWARDS

EMILY MAE YAP, MD
Most Outstanding Fellow

MARK ADORADA, MD
People’s Choice Award for Poster Presentation

APSC RESEARCH CONTEST

DENISE AYN SEVILLA, MD
2nd Place, Case Report Oral Presentation

ANA KATRINA LONGOS, MD
3rd Place, Case Report Oral Presentation

JHOANNA MARCELO, MD
3rd Place, Young Investigators Award
A resounding back-to-back success for the **PHC's Radiology Team for winning the Annual Philippine College of Radiology Battle of the Brains Competition** for two (2) consecutive years (2018 and 2019). PHC Radiology Team Captain Arnel Co, MD, and members Aileen Peña, MD, Nathaniel Alegre, MD, and Anton Lorenzo Gutierrez, MD, were awarded as the event’s champion. This year’s competition was held at the MOA SMX Convention Center on March 1, 2019.

**ANNUAL PHILIPPINE COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY BATTLE OF THE BRAINS COMPETITION WINNERS** with the Radiological Sciences Division Officers (L to R): Anton Lorenzo Gutierrez, MD; Nathaniel Alegre, MD; Orlando Ignacio, MD (former Chief); Marvin Tamaña, MD (incumbent Chief); Sarah Victoria Zampaga, MD (Consultant); Aileen Peña, MD; and Arnel Co, MD.